
As an organizational or team leader, you can also encourage wholeness by deconstructing processes that inhibit self-
management.    

Self-management goes a long way toward helping us show up more fully … without a boss looking over our shoulder, without employees to 
keep in line and peers that could turn into competitors, we can finally let our guard down and simply focus on the work we want to do. 

One such inhibiting process is the typical managerial approval protocol; where team leaders mandate that all decisions - big 
and small - must be authorized by the boss, who has final say over all organizational matters. This authoritarian process 
greatly depresses each team member’s ability to self-manage and their capacity to approach their jobs with wholeness. For a 
more evolved and enlivening decision-making protocol, encourage your team to use the Advice Process. Based on Laloux’s 
research, the advice process comes in many forms, but the essence is consistently “any person can make any decision 
after seeking advice from 1) everyone who will be meaningfully affected, and 2) people with expertise in the matter.” Here 
are the Advice Process principles that you and your team should consider before putting this protocol to work. 

1. Stakeholders + experts. 
Solicit feedback from anyone who’s willing to offer it, but make certain that you’re collecting feedback from stakeholders 
(i.e. users) and experts (i.e. people with expertise in the product, industry, area etc.) 

2. Make it better, not compromised. 
The point is not to create a watered-down compromise that accommodates everybody’s wishes. It is about accessing 
collective wisdom in pursuit of a sound decision. 

3. Advice is simply advice.  
Good advice isn’t a directive on what you must do. Consider all feedback to be a suggestion to consider. 

4. It's not consensus. 
You’re not looking for unilateral agreement on what should happen after you collect feedback. Don’t let a quest for 
consensus slow you down. 

To start, you may want to isolate the Advice Process to a specific project that a team member is leading, allowing your 
colleague an opportunity to gain familiarity with the associated autonomy and freedom. Once they’ve gotten a hang of the 
principles and the processes, you can start applying the Advice Process to other areas of their work.  

For further details on the advice process, visit the Reinventing Organizations wiki here.
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